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Abstract—The future of the nation is the embodiment of a healthy society. A key segment of government policy is the development of health and a health-oriented environment. As a result, sport as an activator of health is an important area for development. In Hungary, sport is a strategic sector with the aim of developing a sports nation. The function of sport in the global society is multifaceted, which is manifested in both social and economic terms. The economic importance of sport is gaining ground in the world, with implications for Central and Eastern Europe. Smaller states, such as Hungary, cannot ignore the economic effects of exploiting the effects of sport. The relationship between physical activity and health is driven by the health economy towards the nation's economic factor. In our research, we analyzed sport as a national strategy sector and its impact on age groups. By presenting the current state of health behavior, we get an idea of the directions where development opportunities require even more intervention. The foundation of the health of a nation is the young age group, whose shaping of health will shape the future generation. Our research was attended by university students from the Faculty of Health and Sports Sciences who will be experts in the field of health in the future. The other group is the elderly, who are a growing social group due to demographic change and are a key segment of the labor market and consumer society. Our study presents the health behavior of the two age groups, their differences, and similarities. The survey also identifies gaps in the development of a health management strategy that national strategies should take into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By combining the concepts of athlete nation, health economy and healthy society, we can examine the value of human health. The relation applies to its social and economic appearance. Examining health in the interpretation of human capital also brings us to the economic sphere in which the person appears as an element of capital. The long-term effects of sport are also reflected in the athlete and his environment, which is manifested in the externalities of participation in sport [1]. One area of positive externalities in recreational sports is health, with its multiplier effect on human capital, productivity and declining health costs [2].

Investment in human capital improves individual productivity, including sport, health promotion and education. Health can be used as a production factor for the production of other goods, which can increase one's sense of usefulness. In Grossman's model, the individual decides how much health benefits he or she wishes to obtain through sport through his or her financial resources [3]. Health affects wages, incomes and labor force participation, which are also a factor in the national economy. For employers, a healthy person appears as a productive factor that results in improved concentration, increased performance, and improved stress tolerance and self-esteem [4]. In the context of sports and quality of life, the decreasing likelihood of developing illness can reduce health care spending and reduce the number of days of illness that provide the company with productive labor. The economic benefits of physical activity can be measured in money. Specifically, it can be demonstrated financially in the savings of the social care system and in health insurance. As the number of years spent in health increases, the labor market utilization of the older age group can increase employment. Health also generates benefits at a young age, as a healthy child can be educated, educated, more productive, and more profitable. This increase in the level of education is also reflected in the increase in age, as longer life expectancy is a motivation for further training at the individual level. Studies on the burden of disease analyze how much loss it causes and how much a disease costs [5]. Economic indicators of health are now measurable financial data, which is also a factor of competitiveness in GDP.

II. SPORT AS NATIONAL STRATEGY SECTOR

There is a close relationship between health and sport, which plays a key role in developing a health-conscious lifestyle. The economic functions of sport also appear at government level as means of health, national identity and competitiveness. In Hungary, sport is a national strategic sector. The transformation of sport into a governmental strategy results from the internal transformation of sport, its importance in domestic and foreign policy, and its social and economic function.

The globalization and professionalization of sport is present not only in competitive sports but also in several areas of leisure sports. Sport as an industry is one of the tools of the innovation economy, opening up new directions in the economic sectors. Sport as industry has become part of the entertainment industry, which is being accessed by the media in the globalization process all over the world. With the mass emergence of recreational sports, the sports economy as a key strategic sector has a positive effect on GDP. The state governance of sport has changed significantly in recent decades, which has also affected financing and infrastructure.
The functions of sport also play role in regional development, either as utilization of rehabilitation zones for sport development purposes or as the development and construction of sports infrastructure in order to create a livable society and improve the quality of life. The importance of sport appears in society as basis for healthy lifestyle, as basis for physical and mental activity, and as economic area which, with the emergence of recreational sports, is becoming more widespread in the field of the sports market and sport [6]. At the national level, sport has significant developmental impact, making it strategic sector of government. Government programs set strategic priorities to achieve their goals, these are national strategic sectors. The government's major programs and objectives appear in ideology, communication, financing, or even in the structure of institutional systems. The priorities of a government strategy are that it is defined based in non-permanent, government cycles, which are decided by government discretion. The strategy should be proportionate to the objectives of other sectors, and sanctions should be applied for deviations. The development of sport as strategic sector serves the public good, the public interest, education and health. In addition to governmental goals, the non-governmental nature of sport remains. The decline in sport in the 1990s was the first step in the process of becoming a national strategic sector. The identity-enhancing function of sport [7], in 2010 the victory orientation of politics, the international appreciation of sport, its appearance in the information revolution and innovation necessitated turning to sport and exploiting its effectiveness. The sport began its 'life' as amateur sport, a civilian, self-regulated social segment. Post-industrial society, performance-oriented, and the priority of economic development have also brought the business character of sport. Recognizing the complex effectiveness of sport, government policy has made significant investments in the development of sport. With the support of the state, sport has allowed the generation of healthier, more active sports people to grow [8]. Sport is supported directly and indirectly (by sports organizations) [9]. There are many levels of athletic support for the athlete nation, which can be achieved through a scholarship scheme [10]. Talent management is significant at national and organizational levels. In the field of sports, talent management is implemented through scholarship programs and later in civil life as corporate talent management, which is already being implemented through the use of athlete competences. Companies look for talent, treat it as part of their culture, and develop talent management strategies [11]. In developed western states, sports finance is distributed between the state, the business community, and households. In this division, 70% of state aid is used for leisure sports. Between 1% and 1.5% of the central budget is spent on sport in developed western European countries. In Hungary and in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, this structure is less prominent, but since 2010, with the government treating sport as a strategic priority, much of the funding comes from public funds [12]. The aim is to reduce public funding for sport and to put it on a commercial footing, which has a significant impact on recreational sport, with more business and household funding. By emphasizing sport, government strategy also indirectly improves health, as a healthy member of the nation is less dependent on the health care system, relies less on it, and is actively involved in economic processes as an efficient member of the workforce and consumer.

III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPORTS DEVELOPMENT AND HEALTH

Government strategies support the strategic development of healthy lifestyles, but health behaviors require individual action and action. The term health promotion was first spelled out by Canadian health minister Marc Lalonde in his report, the Lalonde Report [13]. The new approach resulted in a new strategic direction, based on a multisectoral approach to health. Lalonde reported on the basis of the EU Charter for Health Promotion, the Ottawa Charter [14]. According to the document, health promotion is a process in which people are able to control, manage and improve health determinants. The goal of health promotion is to represent health, to increase people's health potential and to utilize health promotion. Its tools, the development of individual abilities, the strengthening of community actions, the creation of a health-promoting environment, the reorganization of health care, and the development of health-promoting policies. The beginning of health education can be called the period when health was not manifested in the absence of disease but in the focus on the individual lifestyle. An integral part of this is the development of educational programs that promote individuals' health behaviors. It is necessary to recognize people's sense of responsibility for their health [15]. The necessity of health promotion programs is supported by the fact that the health parameters of young people have been decreasing year by year, its measurement and examination is extremely important. Everyday physical education is one of the solution strategies where young people are given the opportunity to exercise and exercise every day [16]. However, the development of health behaviors requires proper communication and individual encouragement. Health education informs and motivates, which depends on systematic planning and voluntary commitment to change. Areas of health include environmental health, physical health, intellectual health and mental health. The transfer of health education is the responsibility of professionals with deep, scientific knowledge in the field. Health education professionals provide the information and skills needed to make quality health decisions to improve health [15]. The WHO [17] (Health Promotion Glossary), has made recommendations for the development of health strategies that address the specific and community needs of health education and implement health education programs, research on health education, and communicate and support health. When defining health promotion and health education, it is important to distinguish between the two areas. Health education and health promotion are closely linked, yet differ in their methods and purpose. Health promotion has an impact on the environment, includes political actions, researches the basis of a healthy lifestyle, creates directions, tries to restore the
balance of social inequalities, and treats health and social well-being on the same level. It strives to develop health-promoting public life as a result of health-oriented health policies. Health promotion aims to increase individual knowledge and encourages the development of competencies in its application. The emphasis is on improving health and well-being. Health education is interpreted as an individual lifestyle and process, it is important that it is managed by a specialist, in which individual responsibility is strongly enforced. The method of health education is the use of communication, the use of conscious learning tools, which increases the knowledge and application of health. Health education is a complex activity that develops life skills and, in addition to individual development, increases the health of the community. The diversity of health education means a holistic interpretation, proficiency and recognition of health. Health as a part of lifestyle not only manifests itself in physical well-being, but also in mental, psychic and mental well-being [18]. In this concept, the context of health literacy, which can be attributed to skills, stands for: "health literacy is the ability to access, understand, evaluate and communicate the information needed to promote health in life" [19].

IV. HEALTH AWARENESS OF SPORTS EXPERTS

Earlier research into the health outcomes, fitness scores, and mental health correlates of physical activity among students in higher education has shown how well students have different fitness backgrounds in higher education [20], [21]. Weaker attitudes towards physical activity do not imply a strong identity. Athletes who are more active in physical activity have significantly higher muscle mass compared to non-athletes. Not much importance is attached to this fact at a young age, although over time, the health of less active students deteriorates much more rapidly than those who engage in physical activity [22]-[24]. In tertiary education, the vast majority of students do not exercise [25]. The intensity, extent and regularity of physical activity are essential for maintaining health. Regularity, when paired 1-2 times a week, requires adequate physical activity for adaptation. Between mental health and physical indicators, better outcomes include positive or more positive vision, and poorer results include negative or more negative vision. In terms of mental health, the Beck Depression Questionnaire [26], [25] showed an average lower score for the physically active than the (physically) hypoactive. Regularly active subjects also scored significantly higher on the Self-Efficacy questionnaire [27]. Interestingly, women are more sensitive to the related attitudes and relationships of mental and physical activity. Among Hungarian students, smoking and alcohol consumption are a dangerous risk factor [28]. In Hungary, the number of adult smokers and college students is high, which is not related to physical activity. Risk behaviors are characterized by the fact that they do not have an immediate effect but appear as a negative effect depending on their regularity and elapsed time. The same is the other direction in terms of physical activity, with time and regularity effectively influencing the process. There is no direct impact on performance through alcohol and smoking, but it does have a detrimental effect over time. Its first manifestation is manifested in the attitude of behavior, which resembles adults. In addition to family socialization, the primary media for influencing student health awareness include the institutional, educational, and school settings. When designing educational programs, it is important to see the problems that occur at low levels of health awareness. The relationship between mental freshness and physical condition shows a more nuanced picture. It is important to teach health awareness in health education, although in some trainings this field does not appear at the theoretical or practical level, which reduces the importance of developing health behaviors. Awareness of education and scientific results, as well as continuous awareness of healthy lifestyles are essential aspects in the development of health awareness. The biggest problem in developing a healthy lifestyle is finding and developing a method. This is helped by the training, the transfer of broad knowledge, on the basis of which individual health promotion can be developed [21].
the health awareness and fitness of university students as young and old. In our study, we evaluated 548 (N = 548) university students aged 18-54 and 59 (N = 59) aged 59-77 with respect to their health behavior. The survey was conducted by questionnaire survey method. The location of the study in Hungary is the city of Győr, which represents an economically high level. The survey was conducted by researchers of the Széchenyi István University Faculty of Health and Sport Sciences. The analysis of the questionnaires was evaluated by SPSS statistical method. In the analysis, we assessed the results by age group, thereby making visible the differences between each age group. The questions in the questionnaire measured health awareness, health behavior, which measured the application of determinants of health behavior, and judgments of one's own fitness status. In the first question, we examined the perception of health-relevant factors by age groups to the question “How important do you think the following factors are to your health?” (Figs. 1, 2). Healthy eating appears to be of high importance in the student group, which did not show any other proportion in the elderly.

Harmful passions are a major issue in health prevention, especially among young people at risk. Knowledge of the health risks of harmful addictions is strongly reflected in the survey, which strongly indicates both knowledge of the health risks and its harmful effects (Figs. 5, 6).

The importance of physical activity in young people was changing. Although its importance was high, the responses of exercise considered moderately important appeared. In the elderly this proportion appeared more balanced (Figs. 7, 8).
Fig. 6 The importance of more than 30 minutes of exercise by 
elderly/person/age

In addition to examining health behaviors, it is important to 
assess your health image. If health awareness is already at an 
adequate level, how much of its application is reflected in 
lifestyle? Further questions measure one's own judgment of 
health, fitness. Figs. 9 and 10 show weekly physical activity 
for the two age groups. It can be said that both patterns train 
several times a week, representing a key segment for the 
elderly. The student group, on the other hand, expects more 
suitable physical activity per week as they are studying health 
and sports science.

Fig. 7 Weekly physical activity by students/person/age

Health awareness implies action. It does not come naturally; 
it is important to realize it consciously. In the question below,

we examined the extent of this. In terms of health behavior 
and prevention, students no longer see the health picture that 
appeared in health conscious thinking earlier. In the student 
group, average activity was shown, while in the older age 
group, average and above average prevention was highlighted 
(Figs. 11, 12).

Fig. 8 Weekly physical activity by elderly/person/age

Fig. 9 How much do you do to protect your health? students/person/ 
age

Young people's perception of fitness was in the medium to 
good category, which did not differ from that of the elderly. 
This result is not the best, given the age characteristics, as the 
fitness level of young people should be very good. On the 
other hand, from the perspective of the elderly, this result is 
positive, as they are in active aging (Figs. 13, 14).

Fig. 10 How much do you do to protect your health? elderly/person/ 
age

Fig. 11 How do you feel about your fitness? students/person/age
According to the health image survey, the health image of young people does not show strong health behavior or health awareness. On the other hand, a positive picture could be obtained of the examined group of the elderly. Although the older age group is not a representative sample, they will be at the same level as graduate students in terms of education. The group of young people will become professionals in the future field of health and sports science, which will require the education sector to do a great deal to improve their health image.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the survey, it can be said that health awareness appears in both the student and senior age groups, which shows a positive trend in the continuous maintenance of health behavior. Theoretical knowledge underpins, but does not necessarily imply, health conscious action. This process is also observed in our study. While the health behaviors of the elderly are reflected in their lifestyles and daily activities, in the student group, health and health behaviors appear to be weaker. The results of the survey provide guidance to educational institutions and sports associations on what areas need to be strengthened in the communication of health and prevention. It is necessary to use health management tools in the topics of the trainings and in the dissemination of information, which together contribute to the creation of mental, mental and physical well-being. Health promotion methods also support the effective development of the sector. The health picture of future health and sports professionals does not show signs of calm, it needs to be increased and improved. The promotion of health consciousness and its practical implementation is based on individual responsibility, but as a motivating background the social groups, the civil sphere and the sectoral institutional system are decisive. A positive example of health behavior, however, is the older, active age group, for whom health is even more valuable. The number of years spent in health is a strong motivation for them and serves as an example for the elderly.

VII. SUMMARY

In addition to sport, health-conscious lifestyles play a key role in shaping the athlete nation, which has an impact on the national economy. Increasing the health of the society, raising the standard of living is a strategic sector that has a multiplier effect in the national culture and economy. The need for health behavior testing is significant, which illustrates the practical implications of theory. With the results we can formulate new paths, directions, and strategies for a more successful health culture and for the emergence of an athletic nation. Employment in health requires a certain level of quality of life, for which national policy has a great responsibility. As the athlete becomes a nation, the government's support for sport has increased, and to improve health behaviors and the efficiency of the health economy, health promotion is needed, which is boosted through the strengthening of recreational sports. The effectiveness of health and sport on society and the economy shows clear, measurable results that ensure its legitimacy.
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